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ABSTRACT
The Idaho National Laboratory (INL) has designated ~100 km² of the Eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP), along the track of the Yellowstone Hot Spot, as a Geothermal Resource Research Area (GRRA). The GRRA is a designated area of the INL Site to support research and development for all aspects of geothermal energy. The GRRA is the focus of studies under the Phase I award to the Snake River Geothermal Consortium (SRGC) from the DOE Frontier Observatory Research in Geothermal Energy (FORGE) program. The GRRA provides a robust field site for development of innovative and advanced geothermal technologies, approaches and methods.

The GRRA is located in a geological region that is dominated by the Yellowstone volcanic track, the Earth's largest and most active continental hot spot system. It is well known for high regional heat flow (110 mW/m²) and voluminous late Miocene to Holocene magmatism and tectonism. The GRRA is generally underlain by several hundred meters of interbedded Pleistocene basalt lavas erupted from widely scattered vents on the ESRP and sediment derived from mountain ranges northwest of the plain. The basalts and sediments host part of the prolific ESRP aquifer. In the adjacent 3.2 km deep INEL-1 well, these rocks overlie thousands of meters of rhyolites erupted during the climax of hot spot related volcanic activity between ~10 and 4.5 Ma. The rhyolites are dominantly voluminous densely welded ignimbrites, lava flows and shallow intrusions that ponded within and intruded beneath and into coeval caldera systems. Permeability of the thick intracaldera deposits is extremely low due to a combination of very dense welding and rock alteration and mineralization driven by now-extinct intracaldera hydrothermal systems. The extremely low permeability and large mass of the hot deep rocks is ideally suited for EGS studies as heat recovery from this region will require advanced drilling, reservoir stimulation, and fluid injection to achieve necessary heat extraction.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP) is one of the largest regions in North America of high heat flow (up to 110 mW/m²) and robust volcanic and tectonic activity (e.g., Blackwell, 1989; Anders et al., 2014). Recent activity is dominated by Yellowstone-Snake River Plain hot spot system (e.g., Smith et al., 2009). Enormous overlapping and nested calderas were produced by voluminous rhyolitic volcanic eruptions between 10 and 4.6 Ma, producing potentially ideal host-rock materials for development of EGS technologies. However, post-caldera basaltic volcanism, and the development of a robust active aquifer system have muted obvious surficial evidence of the underlying caldera systems and high heat flow (e.g., Smith, 2004). Locations and characteristics of buried (cryptic) calderas are therefore inferred from robust regional geologic and geophysical surveys, and from deep borehole data.

This paper is a preliminary summary of the geologic setting and evolution of the Geothermal Resources Research Area (GRRA), emphasizing materials, structures and cryptic caldera context of the proposed EGS reservoir system. It summarizes and integrates previous work with the focus being to develop a geologically and geophysically constrained range of conceptual models of GRRA subsurface geologic architecture at geothermal-reservoir-relevant depths of 1.5 to 4 km.

2. REGIONAL GEOLOGIC SETTING
The GRRA site is located on the northern margin of the Yellowstone-Snake River Plain (YSRP) volcanic track, the world's largest active continental hot spot system (e.g., Smith et al. 2009) (Fig. 1).

The crust in this region consists mainly of early Precambrian crystalline rocks (Foster et al., 2006) that are overlain by late Precambrian to Mesozoic age sedimentary rocks of the Cordilleran fold and thrust belt (Dickinson, 2004; DeCelles and Coogan, 2006; Yonkee et al., 2014). Regional magmatic activity produced the late Cretaceous Idaho Batholith and Eocene Challis volcanic province (e.g., Gaschnig et al., 2011) and Oligocene intrusions of the Albion Mountains region (Konstantinou et al., 2012, 2013a). But with the exception of distal sedimentary facies of the Challis system, none of these appear to have extended to the GRRA area (Fig. 2A). Strong extension
occurred in Eocene to early Oligocene exposing mid-crustal rocks in isolated metamorphic core complexes of the Pioneer and Albion-Raft River Mountains areas, northwest and southwest of GRRA (Strickland et al., 2011a,b). Coeval, less intense extension produced half graben basins over a wider region, including formation of the Arco Pass Basin located just north of the GRRA in the Arco Hills (e.g., Link and Janecke, 1999). Another, later phase of late Miocene extension and uplift occurred during proximal volcanism along the YSRP (Vogel et al., 2014; Konstantinou et al., 2011, 2013b).

Regional Basin-and-Range extension began ~17-15 Ma and is continuing to present, most actively in eastern and western regions of Basin and Range (e.g., Parsons, 1995), and around the margins of the ESRP - the YSRP "tectonic parabola" (e.g., Anders et al., 1989) (Fig. 1). Inception of Basin and Range extension coincided with massive 17-15 Ma outpouring of basalt lavas of the Columbia River Basalt (CRB) Large Igneous Province (LIP) (e.g., Camp et al., 2015) (Fig. 1). Numerous studies suggest that initiation of extension, coeval CRB volcanism, volcanism in southeastern Oregon, and southward across central Nevada are genetically linked to upward impingement of a mantle plume on the base of the North American lithosphere (e.g., Pierce et al., 2009).

Basaltic CRB volcanism is followed by two time-transgressive tracks of rhyolite-dominated volcanism. A weaker northwest trending track, the Oregon High Lava Plains track (Fig. 1, Newberry volcanic trend), and a much more robust track that extends to the northeast across southern Idaho and currently located beneath the Yellowstone, Wyoming region (referred to here as the YSRP track, for Yellowstone-Snake River Plain) (Fig. 1, 2A).
Figure 2. Geologic map of the Eastern Snake River Plain (ESRP) and its surroundings emphasizing salient volcanic and tectonic features. The INL is outlined in blue with a black inset showing the location of the GRRA. Double lines indicate the location of a blow-up geologic map (Figure 11). The geologic base map is from Lewis et al. (2012). Shades of green, blue and purple illustrate late Precambrian to Paleozoic sedimentary rocks exposed in Basin and Range horst blocks north and south of the plain. Faults having late Neogene to Recent activity are shown in bold lines (after Anders et al., 2014). Pale shades of grey on the Snake River Plain indicate Quaternary basalt lavas (Holocene in darker shade); pale yellow indicates Quaternary sediment. Yellow = Quaternary cryptodomes, lava domes and volcanic fields consisting of geochemically evolved mafic to rhyolitic composition (e.g., McCurry and Welhan, 2012). Bold red colors indicate exposures of rhyolites (mostly ignimbrites) exposed along the margins of the plain. Major rhyolite volcanic fields are illustrated with bold dashed lines; HVF = Heise volcanic field. Twin Falls and Picabo fields overlap in age and are therefore combined. Deep boreholes are shown as red dots (Km=Kimberly; Ki+Kimama; SC=Sugar City; after Shervais et al., 2013). Boreholes located within the boundaries of INL are distinguished in Figures 5 and 11A. Inferred caldera locations and ages are illustrated with solid (better defined location) and dashed (less well defined location) black lines. TF=Twin Falls, after Shervais et al., 2013; MR=Magic Reservoir, after Leeman, 1982b; AF=American Falls, LCC=Little Chokecherry Canyon, KC=Kyle Canyon, LRS=Lose River Sinks, are after Anders et al., 2014; AV=Arbon Valley (or Taber), after Kellogg et al., 1994; Kuntz et al., 1992; McCurry, 2009; WT=Walcott, BCT=Blacktail Creek, Kilgore, and CC=Conant Creek, are after Morgan and McIntosh, 2005, modified by Anders et al., 2014; WC=Wolverine Creek, Ek=Elkhorn Spring, are after Anders et al., 2014). 2B. A cross-section of the crust and upper mantle (from McCurry and Welhan, 2012; modified from Peng and Humphreys, 1998). The cross-section extends southeast from the southern end of the Lost River Range to China Hat. ESRP = Eastern Snake River Plain; BVF = Blackfoot Volcanic Field; PMs = late Precambrian to Paleozoic miogeoclinal sedimentary rocks.

The YSRP is defined on the basis of a northeast trending, time-transgressive pattern in the inception of voluminous rhyolite volcanism (e.g., Armstrong et al., 1975; Pierce and Morgan, 1992). It ‘migrates’ at an average rate and in a direction closely mirroring ‘absolute’
motion of the North American lithosphere (e.g. Smith et al. 2009) (Fig. 1). Volcanic fields evolved in waxing-waning cycles lasting several m.y., and overlapped in time and space with strong subsidence (sagging) along the volcanic track, and robust extension via Basin and Range extension in regions peripheral to the track. Detailed study of structures along the northern margin of the plain (Fig. 3) indicate 5 to 6 km of ESRP directed subsidence, almost all of which is accommodated by flexure (e.g., McQuarrie and Rodgers, 1998; Rodgers et al., 2002). Geophysical studies indicate that the subsidence occurred in response to intrusions on mafic magmas from the mantle into the lower- and middle-crust (e.g., Brott et al., 1981; Braile et al., 1982).

Figure 3. An intermediate scale geologic map of the GRRA and surroundings. Three base geologic maps are tiled together in the figure (Skipp et al., 2009; Kuntz et al., 2007; Kuntz et al., 1994). Neogene and Quaternary faults are highlighted in black; Quaternary rhyolite lava domes and cryptodomces in red shade. Picabo age and Heise age ignimbrites are also highlighted (in green and red colors, respectively). The geology base map is overlain by inferred calderas (bold dashed lines); outlines of the Big Lost Trough basin and Mud Lake sub-basin are shown in thin dashed lines; red lines (red dots are measurement locations) that contour the tilt of Laramide fold axes into the plain (after Rodgers et al., 2002; McQuarrie and Rodgers, 1998); shaded regions illustrate volcanic rift zones; locations of deep boreholes (USGS142, INEL-1, WO-2 and 2-2A). The map also shows the locations of three project cross-section AA’.

Rhyolite fields may have cumulative volumes of 10,000-20,000 km$^3$ (e.g., Bonnichsen et al., 2008; Ellis et al., 2013). Volcanism is dominated by eruption of distinctly hot, relatively dry ‘high grade’ ignimbrites summarized by Branney et al. (2008) as SR-type, and voluminous lava flows. Similarities among the ignimbrites has made correlation, and therefore estimates of sources and volumes difficult, however recent work suggests that eruptions of >100 km$^3$ were not unusual. Many, but possibly not all (cf. Ekren et al., 1984), are sourced from caldera complexes. Assuming the cryptic volcanic fields (now largely buried by younger basalts) have evolved in a manner similar to Yellowstone caldera system, and to other large volcanic field world-wide, it seems likely that the fields host numerous overlapping and nested calderas. A prominent role for nesting of calderas is also strongly suggested by remarkably light patterns of oxygen stable isotope chemistry of the rhyolites (Bindeman et al., 2007; Watts et al., 2011; Drew et al., 2013).
Cessation of rhyolite volcanism was followed soon after by eruption of basalt lavas, beginning at ~6 Ma in the CSRP and ~4.2 Ma in ESRP (Shervais et al., 2013; Potter, 2014; Champion et al., 2002). The basalt eruptions produced a widely distributed basalt-dominated field consisting of hundreds of coalescing shield volcanoes (e.g., Greeley and King 1977; Kuntz et al., 1992; Hughes et al., 2002), having a cumulative volume of over 10,000 km$^3$ (e.g., McCurry et al., 2008). Accumulation of the basalts and concomitant subsidence of ESRP produced a basalt-dominated basin up to ~2 km deep (Shervais et al., 2013; Potter, 2014).

A number of spatially systematic patterns occur within ESRP basalt field (e.g., Kuntz et al., 2002, 1992; Hackett and Smith, 1992; Hughes et al., 2002; Wetmore et al., 2009) (Fig. 3). Many linear vents, alignments of vents and fracture systems trend to the northwest across parts of the ESRP, and west-northwest in the Spencer-Kilgore region south of the Centennial Range (e.g., Kuntz et al., 1992). Some of these features cluster into diffuse linear, northwest trending zones, and are identified as volcanic rift zones (e.g., Kuntz et al., 1992, 2002; Rodgers et al., 2002). Some of these appear to merge into range bounding normal faults (e.g., Arco-Big Southern Butte Rift Zone, Figure 3), and may be dominantly tectonic in origin. Others may root into robust dike swarms (e.g., Parsons et al., 1998; Kuntz et al., 2002; Rodgers et al., 2002, 1990). The 'Great Rift' is the youngest and most prominent of these (e.g., Holmes et al., 2008). Interestingly, the Great Rift exhibits a systematic change in trend from northwest to northerly (Fig. 2), likely reflecting a northward change in the direction of regional strain (e.g., Payne et al., 2012). Other patterns in the distribution of volcanic vents have produced diffuse linear and curvilinear constructional topographic highs (e.g., 'Axial Volcanic Zone'; Fig. 3).

Basalt lavas are commonly interlayered with clastic sediment derived from drainage off ranges bounding the plain (e.g., Bestlin et al., 2002; Geslin et al., 2002). Importantly, accumulations of basalt and sediment in the central and eastern Snake River Plain have largely buried the underlying rhyolitic rocks and caldera systems. Virtually no unambiguous rhyolite sources are exposed, aside from those in the Yellowstone area (including Island Park). Volumes and sources of rhyolites in those regions are therefore inferred almost entirely from spatial distributions and depositional features of ignimbrite and fall deposits marginal to the plain, a small number of deep boreholes, and geophysical surveys.

In the ESRP eruptions of primitive basalts overlap in time and space with eruptions of comagmatic, highly geochemically evolved rocks, varying from Fe-enhanced and alkaline basalt to rhyolite (McCurry et al., 2008; Shervais et al., 2006; Leeman, 1982). These have produced a number of domes and cryptodomes across the ESRP such as Big Southern Butte and Middle Butte (Fig. 3), and evolved lava fields (e.g., Craters of the Moon, Cedar Butte, Unnamed Butte; Fig. 2, 3). Unlike the primitive basalt, parental magmas to these rocks underwent strong intracrustal fractional crystallization (e.g., Putirka et al., 2009, Whitaker et al., 2008) and remelting (e.g., Shervais et al., 2006; Bindeman et al., 2014). Hot cumulates associated with the long-lived active COM system (e.g., Kuntz et al., 1986), and voluminous young BSB system (e.g., McCurry et al., 2008), or possibly other cryptic (blind) systems across the ESRP, may be associated with localized thermal anomalies that are masked by the shallow active ESRP aquifer (e.g., McCurry and Welhan, 2012).

3. GEOPHYSICAL FRAMEWORK

Geophysical surveys have defined major features of the heat flow, crustal architecture, dynamics, seismicity, relative temperatures and distribution of fluids in the crust, lithosphere and deep mantle the YSRP region (e.g., Brott et al., 1981; Braile et al., 1982; Smith et al., 2009). Some aspects of these features are rapidly evolving as new EarthScope and GPS data continue to be gathered and interpreted (e.g., Payne et al., 2013). Some salient features are summarized here.

Numerous geophysical studies document prominent geophysical anomalies occur within the upper mantle and lower crust along the YSRP (e.g., Smith et al., 2009). Schmandt et al. (2012) identify low $V_p$ and $V_s$ seismic velocities extending from beneath Yellowstone to a depth of at least 1000 km. A prominent corridor of low velocity mantle also extends from the base of the crust to a depth of ~200 km along the entire ESRPA, lessening in magnitude from northeast to southwest beneath CSRP.

Kelbert et al. (2012) document a prominent region of low resistivity in the upper mantle beneath the ESRP, between 40 and 80 km depth. They interpret this as being produced by mantle containing 1-3% partial melt, comparable to melt fractions inferred from shear wave velocity (e.g., Wagner, 2010; Schmandt et al., 2012). They also infer that mantle derived fluid may be preferentially rising into the lower crust preferentially along the margins of the ESRP. Interestingly, they also infer decoupling in the resistivity and seismic tomography data beneath Yellowstone indicating that the mantle under Yellowstone is depleted in fluid (magma), relative to regions of mantle under ESRP. Zhidanov et al. (2012, 2011) also infer low resistivity of upper mantle and lower crust beneath the SRP. However, in contrast to Kelbert et al., they also infer a plume-like region of low resistivity beneath Yellowstone. These and other regional geophysical surveys are compelling evidence for existence of melt, likely basaltic in composition, in the upper mantle and lower crustal regions of ESRP. It is plausible that the mantle underlying ESRP has been at or near its solidus (~1300°C) for the last 10 m.y.

Figure 4 illustrates a large-scale conceptual cross-section of the ESRP and surrounding regions that is based mainly upon the seismic and gravity model of Peng and Humphreys (1998). These authors build upon seismic and gravity work done in the 1970's and 1980's (e.g., Braile et al., 1982; Sparlin et al., 1982; Greensfelder et al., 1982; Smith and Braile, 1994). The model illustrates a crustal structure that is dominated by mafic lower crust, felsic crystalline upper crust and several kilometers of supracrustal rocks (the Cordilleran Miogeocline). Rocks directly beneath the ESRP are distinguished by presence of a mid-crustal region of unusually high density and a thin layer at or near the Moho that contains a significant fraction of melt.
Figure 4. A cross-section of the crust and upper mantle (from McCurry and Welhan, 2012; modified from Peng and Humphreys, 1998). The cross-section extends southeast from the southern end of the Lost River Range to China Hat. ESRP = Eastern Snake River Plain; BVF = Blackfoot Volcanic Field; PMs = late Precambrian to Paleozoic miogeoclinal sedimentary rocks.

Importantly, the prominent mid-crustal density anomaly underlying the ESRP is inferred to be a product of intrusion of dense, hot (~1300°C) mantle derived melts (basalt) into pre-existing mid-crustal rocks (e.g., Brott et al., 1981; Smith and Braile, 1994). These initiated petrologic processes that culminated with eruption of rhyolite and intrusion of granitic rocks (e.g., Christiansen and McCurry, 2008; Szymanowski et al., 2015). McCurry and Rodgers (2009) applied a Nd-isotopic tracer method to extruded rhyolites as a method of inferring the original amount of mantle derived mass added to the crust, equating to a layer of gabbro ~14 km thick. Leeman et al. (2008) independently arrived at a similar estimate based on an energy balance analysis. Absence of a significant deviation of crustal thickness beneath ESRP, led Rodgers and McCurry (2009) to infer that the excess mass was transferred via lower crustal flows into regions marginal to the plain. This idea is supported in more recent geophysical work by Yuan et al. (2010); it is also consistent with geophysical work by DeNosquio et al. (2009) indicating that the mid-crustal 'sill' extends up to ~40 km southeast of the ESRP.

Geophysical constraints for the ESRP upper crust architecture include long baseline active seismic refraction (e.g., Sparlin et al., 1982; Braile et al., 1982) and resistivity (Zohdy and Stanley, 1973) surveys, and a seismic refraction survey focused on the northern margin of the ESRP (Pankratz and Ackermann, 1982). The seismic refraction and resistivity surveys indicate a steeply dipping northern, fault-like boundary to the ESRP, south of the Arco Hills and beneath GRRA, and consistent with a caldera margin in that region.

Interpretations of upper crustal structures from seismic, gravity and magnetic surveys data are complicated in the ESRP and CSRP regions by occurrence of interlayered basalts and sediment (e.g., Liberty et al., 2015). Josten and Smith (1997) analyzed Bouguer gravity data in the ESRP and inferred regions of likely buried calderas in the ESRP where low density, rhyolitic caldera fill plausibly abuts against higher density Paleozoic carbonate rocks.

4. GEOLOGY OF THE GRRA AREA

The surficial geology of the GRRA and vicinity are illustrated in Figures 3. Rocks exposed in the Pioneer, Lost River and Lemhi Ranges north of the plain are dominantly Paleozoic carbonate and siliciclastic rocks (purple and blue colors) that are deformed and cut by Sevier and Laramide folds and faults. The Paleozoic rocks are unconformably overlain by Eocene volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks of the Challis Formation (brown and tan colors). The closest of these, the Alder Creek complex, is located about 30 km northeast of GRRA. Distal sedimentary facies of that system are exposed in the Arco Pass basin, 5 km north of GRRA (Fig. 5). Eocene and older rocks underwent diachronous periods of late Eocene to early Oligocene and Miocene to Recent extension and related normal faulting. Oligocene extension is evident in a half graben in the Arco Hills (Arco Pass basin). The graben contains tilted Eocene Challis formation and an older gravel formation. These are overlain by less strongly tilted to nontilted gravels and thin discontinuous valley fill erosional remnants of ignimbrites of the Heise volcanic field in the Arco Hills and Picabo and Heise groups in the Pioneer and Lemhi Mountains. The graben bounding Arco Pass fault trends to the south-southwest, and apparently intersects with the active Lost River Fault near the town of Arco. A branch of the Arco Pass fault extends to the south, bisecting the Arco Hills, projecting to the south beneath the GRRA. However, there is no evidence for Miocene or younger offset on that fault.

Miocene to Recent normal faulting has produced the current fault block physiography of the region. Prominent range bounding active normal faults include the Lost River and Lemhi Fault systems (e.g., Janecke et al., 1993; Bruhn et al, 1992; Wu and Bruhn, 1994). The
Lost River fault projects to the south into a diffuse system of small-offset normal faults referred to as the Arco Rift Zone (e.g., Kuntz et al., 1992; Kuntz and Cork, 1978; Jackson et al., 2006).

McQuarrie and Rodgers (1997) and Rodgers et al. (2002) document progressive southward tilting of originally horizontal late Mesozoic fault axes and in volcanic and volcanioclastic deposits of the Heise volcanic group. Tilt contours are illustrated in Figure 3. These structures document ~20 km wide zone marginal to the ESRP in which tilts increase from zero to 20-30 degrees to the south, accommodating 4.5 to 8.5 of subsidence of the plain, most which occurred ~10 and 8.5 Ma in the GRRA area. Minor east-northeast trending normal faults are inferred to have been produced by flexure of the brittle crust. Contour reentrants coincide with major Quaternary grabens indicating that the reentrants are artifacts of Quaternary faulting and basin formation.

The southernmost ends of the Pioneer, Lost River and Lemhi Ranges are cut by an unusually high density of small-offset, crosscutting normal faults (Fig. 3). Bruhn et al. (1992) indicate that those in the southern Lemhi Mountains are a product of complex fault tip evolution of the Lemhi fault (e.g., their Figure 10). Morgan (1984) suggested that some of the small faults could be related to normal fault ring fracture zones bordering calderas that may reside a short distance to the south of the ranges.

Quaternary structures in the GRRA area are dominantly northwest trending. However, proposed cryptic calderas clustered near the southern margin of the Lost River Range imply existence of related cryptic curvilinear ring fault systems beneath basalts, perhaps 10's km long and several kilometers deep. Some of these are likely to have orientations that intersect at high angles with Quaternary structures.

Basalt lavas produced mainly from overlapping shield volcanoes dominate areas south of the mountain ranges. Surficial basalts near GRRA vary in age from ~300 to ~200 ka (Skipp et al., 2009) and do not appear to have significant tectonic tilt. Near the ranges the basalts feather out and are interbedded and discontinuously overlain by range derived clastic sediment. Sediment interbeds also commonly occur in borehole cores and logs (e.g., Bestland et al., 2002; Geslin et al., 2002). Most appear to record transient fluvial, lacustrine and eolian processes. However sedimentation associated with the Big Lost Trough (Fig. 3) appear to have been unusually robust and long-lived. Current drainage into that system includes the Big Lost River, Little lost River and Birch Creek. The largest, the Big Lost River, has an unusual drainage pattern defined by southward flow from the Big Lost Graben, followed by deflection to the east and then north by constructional volcanic features of the ‘axial volcanic zone’. Based upon borehole studies, sedimentation associated with that system occurs to at least 2.5 Ma (e.g., Geslin et al., 2002).

Hundreds of boreholes have been drilled across INL, focused on defining stratigraphic and structural features relevant to understanding the hydrogeology and hydrochemistry of the ESRP aquifer, and for monitoring fate and transport of site related contaminants (e.g., Bartholomay and Twining, 2015; Champion et al., 2011). Many of the boreholes have core samples, almost all have downhole geophysical logs (most importantly gamma logs). These have been used to produce detailed subsurface correlation maps of basalt and sediment interbed layers, typically to depths of ~200 meters (e.g., Figure 4B, C). Significant results of these studies include, 1. documentation of spatial distribution of lava accumulation rates, 2. long term existence of the Big Lost Trough, 3. little or no tilting of basalt layers up to at least ~1 Ma, 4. little or no faulting, 5. Little or no systematic time sequential change in basalt lava chemistry that are characteristic of waning phases of hot spot activity.

4.1 Deep borehole geology

Several boreholes penetrate through the entire basalt section in the GRRA and INL area, INEL-1 (to 3.16 km), WO-2 (to 1.52 km), 2-2A (to 910 m), and most recently USGS 142 (to 573 m). Other regional deep boreholes include those of Project Hotspot (Kimberly, to 1958 m, and Kimama, to 1912 m; e.g., Shervais et al., 2013; Potter, 2014), and the Sugar City borehole (Embree et al., 1978). The Kimberly borehole penetrates 1350 m of homogeneous, intracaldera-like rhyolite (Knott et al., 2013) and referred to by Shervais et al. (2013) as the ‘Twin Falls caldera’.

Summaries of salient aspect of borehole stratigraphy near GRRA are illustrated in Figure 5. Rhyolites exposed in boreholes WO-2 (e.g., Anderson et al., 2014; McCurry and Rodgers, 2009) and 2-2A (Dougherty, 1979) are dominated by two rhyolite lava flows, and thin outflow ignimbrites (i.e. deposited outside of their source calderas) of the Heise volcanic field. The WO-2 borehole bottoms-out in one of the most voluminous Heise ignimbrite units (the Blacktail Creek tuff), but it is not clear whether it is within or outside of a source caldera.
Figure 5. Summary map illustrating volcanic rock stratigraphy observed in boreholes INEL-1, 2-2A, WO-2 and USGS 142. Green: rhyolite correlated with the Picabo volcanic field; red: rhyolite correlated with the Heise volcanic field.

The INEL-1 borehole penetrates ~2.5 km of rhyolite below of basalt cover of ~750 m (total depth of ~3.2 km). Rhyolite sampled at ~770 m may correlate to outflow facies of the Tuff of Kilgore (McBroome et al., 1981; cf. Anders, et al., 2014).

Importantly, three cored intervals from INEL-1, extending over a range of depth of 1.1 to 3.2 km, yielded rhyolites containing zircon phenocrysts having overlapping U-Pb SHRIMP dates of ~8.2 Ma (McCurry and Rodgers, 2009; Drew et al., 2012). Phenocryst textures of these rocks are typical of SR-type rhyolite (after Branney et al., 2008). Drew et al. (2012) point out that rhyolite at ~1.5 km depth bears striking geochemical similarities to a possible lava-like ignimbrite near Pocatello (Rhyolite of West Pocatello). They suggest that they may be correlative parts of a particularly large ignimbrite. If the 8.2 Ma rhyolites of INEL-1 are extrusive, as seems likely, then they are clear evidence for existence of a Picabo-age caldera in the GRRA area (referred to here as the 'Big Lost Trough caldera').

Figure 5 illustrates a simplified lithologic log for recently drilled borehole USGS 142. This borehole is located near the center of GRRA, and therefore provides key stratigraphic control in that area to a borehole bottom depth of 573 m. The borehole penetrates 425 meters of basalt lavas, and lesser amounts of sediment interbeds. However the lower portion of the borehole penetrates through a single ignimbrite ~150 m thick. Petrographic examinations of core from upper and lower parts of the ignimbrite exhibit clear eutaxitic textures indicative of its pyroclastic origin. Interior parts of the ignimbrite exhibit banding and rheomorphic features that are typical of SR-type rhyolitic ignimbrites. Examination of variation in intensity of welding of the bottom-hole core suggests that the base of the ignimbrite occurs with a few meters of that depth. Preliminary examination of the bulk major and trace-element composition and petrography of the rhyolite indicates that it is not correlated to any of the large Heise ignimbrites. Dating and additional geochemical work on the rhyolite are in progress. The 150 m thick ignimbrite is thicker than most regional outflow ignimbrites. We speculate that the ignimbrite could be an upper cooling unit of the Big Lost Trough (BLT) caldera, perhaps from the same sequence that occurs in borehole INEL-1. However it could also be an outflow of the BLT caldera resting on country rocks, or an outflow unit of some as yet unidentified caldera that erupted soon after the BLT caldera, and that ponded within the moat region of the BLT caldera.

5. CALDERAS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE FOR EGS EXPLORATION IN ESRP

Calderas are perhaps the single most important structural and lithologic (rock materials) features of the ESRP with regard to its EGS potential (e.g., Podgorney et al., 2013; Moody and Plummer, 2014; Wohletz and Heiken, 1992). Key geologic requirements for successful FORGE development in GRRA include a rock reservoir that is shallow enough to drill to obtain necessary temperature (assumed to be in the 1.5 to 4 km depth range at GRRA), homogeneous (i.e. free of strong stratification, joint systems, foliations or other characteristics of rock anisotropies), voluminous, dense (i.e. low fracture density and low porosity) and dry. In a rhyolite dominated volcanic terrain such as YSRP the best fit for these criteria would be the intracaldera facies of a major ignimbrite eruption (e.g., Wilcock et al., 2013; Wohletz and Heiken, 1992).
We summarize the major features of caldera systems, including relevant aspects of their nomenclature, classification, and formation, mainly following review papers by Branney and Acocella (2015), Acocella (2006; 2007), Cole et al. (2005), and Lipman (1997). We then summarize a rationale for inferring existence, sizes, depths and locations of numerous cryptic calderas that underlie basalts across ESRP (e.g., Anders et al. 2014; Morgan and McIntosh 2005).

5.1 Caldera systems

Calderas are subsided regions that form in response to rapid, voluminous magma transfer from shallow (upper crust) magma reservoirs (Branney and Acocella, 2015). Five end-member types of calderas are widely recognized (e.g., Lipman 1997; Cole et al. 2005), including Piston, Piecemeal, Trap-door, Downsag and Funnel (Figure 6). Most large explosive eruptions ≥ ~10 km$^3$ produce calderas. However some may not (Ekren et al. 1984). Additionally, some calderas are non-eruptive, collapse being brought about by lateral transfer of magma within laterally extended magma reservoirs (Lipman 2008). Correlated patterns between caldera area, caldera depth and erupted magma volumes have been defined by studies of young calderas in diverse geologic environments (e.g., Acocella, 2007; Gregg et al., 2012). Eruptions of 100's to 1000's km$^3$ (common along the YSRP) typically produce calderas 20 to 50 km across and 1-3 km deep.

![Figure 6. Types of calderas and caldera classification (from Acocella, 2006).](image)

Development of large silicic explosive-volcanism-related calderas generally represent the climax of activity of regionally extensive volcanic fields (e.g. Lipman et al., 2015). These volcanic systems evolve through a waxing and waning sequence of events lasting ~10$^4$ – 10$^6$ years and referred to and described by Smith and Bailey (1968) as the ‘resurgent-cauldron cycle’ and subsequently elaborated on and modified in numerous subsequent studies (e.g., Walker, 1984; Lipman, 1997; Cole, 2006; Acocella, 2006, 2007).

Activity begins with development of a precaldera volcanic field consisting numerous small and compositionally diverse volcanoes. Incremental assembly of a magma reservoir at depths of ~5-10 km leads to eventual catastrophic eruption via reverse ring fracture systems up to 10’s kilometers long. Ring fractures generally conform to the shape of the underlying magma reservoir(s), but may also be affected by pre-existing structures and regional stresses. Explosive jetting from the vents produces hot fragmental volcanic debris that collapses back to ground as pyroclastic density currents (PDC) (e.g., Wilcock et al., 2013) that incrementally produce deposits referred to as ignimbrites. Many of the PDC’s infill into the subsiding caldera depression, and may rapidly accumulate to thickness of a kilometer or more, exceeding the thickness of coeval ignimbrites formed beyond the margins of the caldera by a factor of 10 or more. Owing to their rapid accumulation near source vents the resulting intracaldera deposit is generally massive and densely welded.

Calderas produce patterns of structures and deposits. Acocella (2006, 2007) describes four time sequential stages of evolution. Caldera development begins with downsagging (stage 1), followed by formation of reverse ring-fracture faults along which most magmas are erupted (stage 2), followed by additional downsagging (stage 3) and finally collapse of roof wall rocks via a system of normal ring
faults (stage 4). Over-steepened walls of normal fault scarps produces a 'collar structure' consisting of scalloped shaped landslide scars, and landslide debris into the caldera as mega- and mesobreccia. Collar zones and regions of sagging and incipient collapse-related normal and reverse faults may occur in a zone up to kilometers outside of the ring-fracture and vent systems for the caldera. Major caldera-bounding ring fracture faults and related vents are curvilinear and may be ~10's km long in the largest calderas. Intracaldera vents may be linear, curvilinear or complex.

Postcaldera activity commonly involves strong hydrothermal alteration of caldera fill owing to capture of meteoric water into the caldera depression and shallow heat sources. This may be a particularly robust process in YSRP caldera systems as suggested by occurrence of remarkably light $\delta^{18}$O of latter erupted rhyolites relative to those erupted earlier in nested caldera fields (Bindeman et al., 2007; Watt et al., 2011; Drew et al., 2013).

Post-collapse activity also commonly includes extrusion of degassed rhyolite magma along ring-fracture faults, deposition of lacustrine and fluvial sediment within the caldera, and in the case of many large calderas uplift of central regions of the floor of the caldera ('resurgent doming'; e.g., Kennedy et al., 2012) by intrusion of sills (e.g., Fridrich et al., 1991; Kawakami et al. 2007) or by renewed deeper intrusive activity by nonerupted remnants of the underlying magma body (e.g., Lipman 1984; Smith and Bailey 1968; de Silva et al., 2015). Uplift commonly produces radial and linear normal fault systems. Multiple resurgent domes are formed with some very large calderas (e.g., San Juan and Yellowstone calderas, e.g., Christiansen, 2001; Casadevall and Ohmoto, 1977). These may be connected by systems of normal faults and fractures (Christiansen, 2001; Casadevall and Ohmoto, 1977. CCDB proposes a detailed nomenclature for calderas based upon key aspects of post-caldera activity (Geyer and Marti, 2008). Figure 7 illustrates a simplified integrated model of a caldera (Branney and Acocella 2015).

Major silicic volcanic fields commonly form complex overlapping, ‘nested’, calderas. These differ from piecemeal calderas in that they form in diachronous events that may be hundreds of thousands to millions of years apart in time (e.g., Lipman, 1997; Christiansen, 2001). Nesting may produce cumulative subsidence of many kilometers. Caldera nesting occurs in the Yellowstone volcanic field (Christiansen et al., 2001). Volcanological (e.g., Morgan and McIntosh, 2005; Anders et al., 2014) and geochemical studies (Bindeman et al., 2007; Watts et al., 2011; Drew et al., 2013) suggest that it is also a common feature of other parts of the YSRP volcanic track.

5.2 Criteria for identifying and locating cryptic (buried) calderas

Inference of cryptic calderas in the central and eastern Snake River Plain have been made on the basis of:

2. Caldera-related structures including an inferred resurgent dome (Morgan and McIntosh, 2005) and possible caldera-related normal and collar faults (e.g., Morgan et al. 1984; Morgan, 1988);

3. Studies of deep boreholes that penetrate through shallow basalts into the underlying rhyolites (e.g., Doherty et al., 1979; McCurry and Rodgers, 2009; Anders et al., 2014);

4. Spatial distributions of basalt and rhyolite lava dome vents (e.g., Doherty et al., 1979; Kuntz and Dalrymple, 1979; Kuntz, 1992);

5. Persistent regions of sediment accumulation (e.g., Kuntz et al., 1992);

6. Seismic surveys (Pankratz and Ackermann, 1979: Braile et al., 1982; Sparlin et al. 1982);

7. Resistivity surveys (Zohdy and Stanley, 1973);

8. Interpretations of gravity and magnetic anomalies (Josten and Smith, 1997; Mabey, 1978, 1982).

5.3 Distribution of calderas in ESRP (Picabo and Heise volcanic fields)

Figures 2 and 3 illustrates the inferred locations of calderas in the ESRP. Dashed lines are intended to encompass source vents for the respective calderas; they do not distinguish between caldera wall, and normal and reverse ring fault systems (Fig. 6). Existence and locations of calderas follow mainly from previous syntheses by Anders et al. (2014), Shervais et al. (2013), Morgan (1984, 1988), and Morgan and McIntosh (2005). Examinations of deep boreholes indicate that calderas associated with the Heise volcanic field (≤6.66 Ma) are located to the east of borehole INEL-1 and likely east of borehole WO-2. Three of the cluster of four nested calderas shown in the GRRA area (Fig. 3) are inferred from relatively small erosional remnants of outflow ignimbrites in the southern Pioneer and White Knob Mountains (Anders et al., 2014). The locations and sizes of those calderas are therefore weakly constrained and may differ by many kilometers from the boundaries shown in the figure. A fourth caldera, referred to here as the Big Lost Trough caldera, is added to the Anders et al. (2014) map. This caldera is a modification of the INEL-1 caldera proposed by Dougherty et al. (1979), and is inferred from previously described seismic refraction (Pankritz and Ackerman, 1982) and resistivity surveys (Zohdy and Stanley, 1973), and deep boreholes (INEL-1 and USGS 142). We suggest that it is also broadly coincident with, and likely has contributed to the existence of the Big Lost Trough sedimentary basin. The northern boundary of the outer wall of this buried caldera may be accurate to within a kilometer, based largely upon seismic refraction work by Pankratz and Ackermann (1982).

6. GRRA STUDY AREA: A PRELIMINARY CROSS-SECTION INTERPRETATION

Figure 8 illustrates a northwest-southeast cross-section of the GRRA and surroundings.
Figure 8. Blow-up view of the part of cross-section AA’ (Fig. 3) near the GRRA. Numbers across the top of the figure indicate boreholes located close to the cross-section (mostly with USGS prefix). Faint red lines and numbers are model boundaries and seismic velocities from Pankhurst and Ackermann (1982). The dashed box illustrates the potential GRRA reservoir target zone (assumed to be 1.5 – 4 km depth). Stippled regions near caldera boundaries represent likely mega- and mesobreccia rich regions. Question marks indicate uncertainty in location of the deeper nested Picabo-age caldera boundaries. The diagram illustrates that USGS 142 penetrates into Th (Heise volcanics, undifferentiated). New geochemical data suggest that it is either an unknown Heise unit, or a Picabo unit.

Approach and uncertainties: Cross-sections are constrained by surface geology, borehole data and caldera locations as defined in the previous section. At present there are no unambiguous constraints for common features of calderas, such as structural collars, megabreccia zones, resurgent dome structures, moat deposits or hypabyssal intrusions (illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 8). We therefore omit these from the cross-sections with the understanding that some or all of these are likely present.
Figure 9. A conceptual model illustrating possible lithologies and structures in the GRRA area.

The cross-section extends from the Arco Hills to the southeast across the center of GRRA. It roughly parallels the seismic survey line of Pankratz and Ackermann (1982) and the resistivity survey of Zohdy and Stanley (1973). It also crosses close to three deep boreholes (USGS 142; INEL-1; and WO-2). It is therefore the best constrained cross-section currently possible for reservoir-depth interpretation. Long vertical red lines illustrate basalt vents that reach to modern surface. Faint red lines and red numbers illustrate the velocity model boundaries and modeled seismic velocities of Pankratz and Ackerman (1982). The diagram illustrates three nested calderas (KC - Kyle Canyon, LRS - Lost River Sinks and BLT). Each is assumed to contain ~1 km of caldera fill, and that the fill extends to the top of ring fracture normal faults. Deeper, older calderas (KC and LRS) are inferred to tilt more strongly into the plain than the young BLT caldera (following from subsidence timing constraints of Rodgers et al., 2002). We assume a total flexure-related subsidence of ~4 km (the minimum estimate of Rodgers et al., 2002). As illustrated in the Figure, host rocks are likely to be Picabo age intracaldera rhyolites. Thicker, more homogeneous reservoir rocks are more likely to occur beneath the southeastern parts of the GRRA.

6.1 GRRA Reservoir Hypotheses

Figure 10 illustrates plausible worst-case and best-case geologic conceptual model hypotheses for the proposed GRRA reservoir. The models are simplified to emphasize characteristics of the likely rhyolite-dominated reservoir rocks. Other details of rock lithologies and structures are neglected (cf. Figure 9). The 2-d conceptual models corresponds to cross-section AA’, Figure 3.
Figure 10. This figure is intended to bracket a plausible range of subsurface architecture for the GRRA.

1. Worst-case: wedge of thin outflow ignimbrite sheets; thinning to NW, cumulative thickness decreasing roughly linearly from ~3 km under SE parts of GRRA to less than a few hundred meters under NW parts of GRRA.

2. Best-case: Deep nested calderas; overlapping or nearly overlapping narrow steep caldera walls and narrow collar; 2-4 km (or more if multiple nested calderas) of densely welded intracaldera ignimbrites. Other ‘best case’ features:
   - minimal landslide mega- and meso-breccia
   - ‘moat region’ of caldera; no resurgent doming, or resurgent dome located far enough away to neglect it
   - narrow cooling break; minimal lacustrine or other intercaldera deposits
   - little post caldera tectonic or volcanic and intrusive activity aside from incremental deposition of basalt lavas and sediment

Worst case scenario: In the worst case scenario, caldera boundaries occur outside of the GRRA area. Basin development is solely a product of flexure subsidence of the plain. In this case rhyolites are dominantly outflow facies of ignimbrites (i.e. relatively thin and discontinuous). This model predicts that the southern half of GRRA would host potentially suitable reservoir host rocks.

Best-case scenario: In this scenario one or more nested caldera margins overlap close to the southern margin of the Arco Hills. Caldera collapse, enhanced by flexure tilting could produce thick, dense, homogeneous intracaldera reservoir rocks that encompass nearly the entire potential reservoir region. Seismic refraction data of Pankhurst and Ackmann (1982), indicating a sharp drop in basement depth, suggests that this scenario may be closer to the actual case.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Preliminary 2-d modeling of the geologic and geophysical characteristics of the GRRA are consistent with a high probability of favorable types of EGS host rocks at potential reservoir depths of 1.5 to 4 km, particularly towards the southern and southeast parts of the GRRA. Reservoir depth rocks are likely to be dominated by marginal or moat, intracaldera ignimbrite-facies of caldera systems. Calderas are likely to be nested. Boreholes may therefore encounter diverse sedimentary deposits, lava flows or caldera collapse breccias between intracaldera ignimbrites.

The large potential magnitude of the EGS resource and unique combinations of favorable reservoir-depth host rocks and a shallow robust aquifer system indicate that GRRA is an ideal site for EGS research and development.
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